
INDEX

accounting standards
directors’ remuneration, 58–59

ad hoc disclosure see disclosure
administrative law enforcement

see specific countries
agency see principal–agent conflict
Anglo-American concept of corporate

governance
influence worldwide, 26–27, 55–56,

236, 366, 368–369, 394,
452–453, 521–522, 582, 742,
789, 878, 961, 967

see also Delaware corporate law
annual accounts see specific countries

under disclosure
annual general meeting (“AGM”)

see general meeting
Argentina

administrative law enforcement,
1007–1008

auditors
independence, 995–996
liability

civil, 996
criminal, 997
generally, 996
professional, 996

mandatory external audit,
993–994

special audit, 1009
tasks, 994–995

banks, corporate governance,
970–971

board structure
choice of structures, 974
company interest, 975
composition, 974–975

control of company, 978–979
functioning, 975–977
orientation of approach to

governance, 975
risk management, 978–979
size, 974–975
tasks, 975
see also directors below

business organizations’ enforcement
role, 1009–1010

capital market acts, 967–969
capital market authority, 1008–1009
case law

list, 1011–1012
regulatory role, 969

civil law enforcement, 1006–1007
company data sources, 969–970
company law, 962–965
corporate governance code, 965–967
courts’ supervisory role, 1009
criminal law enforcement, 1008
current issues generally, 1010
definition of corporate governance,

960–962
directors

appointment, 989
business judgment rule, 981–984
duty of loyalty, 980–981
independent directors, 977–978
liability

company’s action, 985
individual liability action,

986–987
shareholders’ action, 985–986

regulation of conflicts of interest,
980–981

remuneration, 984–985
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Argentina (cont.)
standard of care, 981–984
stock options, 984–985
see also board structure above

disclosure
accounting system disclosure,

1003–1004
ad hoc disclosure, 1005–1006
future-oriented disclosure, 1004
instant disclosure, 1005–1006
periodic disclosure, 1004
prospectus disclosure, 1006
shareholdings, 1004–1005

employee representation
board or plant level, 992–993
trade unions’ role, 993

enforcement
administrative law, 1007–1008
business organizations’ role,

1009–1010
civil law, 1006–1007
criminal law, 1008
non-legal sanctions, 1008
sanctions, 1010
by shareholders see shareholders

below
see also supervision below

English translation of relevant laws,
1012

foreign investors
corporate governance, 970–971
restrictions on, 971–972
takeover bids, 1001–1002

foreign law, reception of, 973–974
hedge funds, corporate governance,

970–971
institutional investors, 991–992
international financial crisis,

regulatory response, 972–973
investment data sources, 969–970
law and regulation

impact of international financial
crisis, 972–973

impact of scandals, 972–973
reception of foreign law, 973–974
style of regulation, 973–974
see also takeover regulation below

literature, 1012

private equity funds, corporate
governance, 970–971

scandals, regulatory response,
972–973

shareholder-oriented approach to
governance, 975

shareholders
activism, 992
appointment of directors, 989
associations, 75
delisting of company, 998
disclosure, 1004–1005
enforcement by

corporate liability action,
985–986

derivative suits, 1009
individual liability action,

986–987
special audit, 1009

exit rights, 1002–1003
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 987–988
financial intermediaries, 991–992
information rights, 990–991
institutional investors, 991–992
liability action against director,

985–986
minority shareholders

mandatory bid on company
delisting, 998

protection, 989–991
qualified minorities’ rights, 990
share buy-back (appraisal)

right, 989–990
rights, 989–991

state funds regulation, 971–972
stock exchange

investment data sources, 969–970
rules and regulations, 969

supervision
capital market authority,

1008–1009
courts’ role, 1009
regulators’ websites, 1012
self-regulatory bodies, 969
takeover panel, 1008–1009
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
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exit rights, 1003
foreign bids, 1001–1002
general regulation, 997
mandatory bid

acquisition of issuer’s own
shares, 999–1000

delisting, 998
generally, 997–998
indirect acquisition, 998–999
material interest and control,

997–998
post-bid, 1000–1001
pre-bid defensive measures, 1001
sell-out rules, 1003
squeeze-out rules, 1002–1003
takeover panel, 1008–1009

audit committees
independent directors, 36–40
requirement for, 45–46
specific countries see specific

countries
auditors

accounting standards as to directors’
remuneration, 58–59

disclosure, 187–188
and “expectation gap,” 83–84
expert role of, 80–81
external audit, 82–83
as gatekeepers

auditors and “expectation gap,”
83–84

auditors’ independence, 84–86
auditors’ liability, 86–87
mandatory external audit, 82–83
special audit, 81–82

governance codes, 938
independence, 84–86
independent directors, 85–86
investigatory role, 81–82
liability, 86–87
non-audit services to audit clients,

937–938
questionnaire, 1096, 1100
special audit, 81–82
specific countries see specific countries
supervisory regulation, 83–84
tasks, 83–84
thesis, 99

Australia
approach to governance generally,

107–108
auditors as gatekeepers, 139–140
board structure

composition
determination of, 118–120
generally, 114–117

diversity, 117–118
powers and role, 113–114
size, 33–36, 114–117
see also directors below

capital market authority
see supervision below

capital market structure, 108–110
case law, 154
corporate social responsibility,

152–154
courts’ role, 95
directors

appointment, 118–119
business judgment rule, 56–57,

126–128
chairman, 120–121
duties generally, 121–123
duty of care and diligence,

124–126
duty of loyalty, 55–56
duty to prevent insolvent trading,

123–124
independent directors,

120–121
liability, 63
removal, 119–120
remuneration

overview, 57–58, 128–129
regulation post-global financial

crisis, 130–131
risk management role, 121
“say-on-pay,” 59–60
stock options, 128–129
see also board structure above

disclosure, 144
employee collective bargaining,

138–139
enforcement

sanctions, 144–151
see also supervision below
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Australia (cont.)
international financial crisis,

regulatory response,
110–113, 130–131

law and regulation
impact of international financial

crisis, 110–113, 130–131
impact of scandals, 24–25,

110–113
regulatory structure, 108–110
takeover regulation, 140–143

literature, 108–155
regulators see supervision below
risk management, directors’ role, 121
and Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 26–27
scandals, regulatory response, 24–25,

110–113
shareholders

activism, 136–138
litigation, 132–136
minority protection, 132–136
rights, 132–136

supervision
capital market authority

non-legal sanctions, 90–91
overview, 87–90

overview, 151–152
regulators’ websites, 155
self-regulatory bodies, 93
stock exchange self-regulation,

16–17
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation, 140–143
transparency, 144

Austria
approach to governance generally,

275–277, 307
auditors

audit committee, 290
mandatory external audit,

297–298
special audit, 81–82

banks
corporate governance role,

282–284
as intermediaries, 295–296

board structure
choice of board structures, 285

cooperation of boards
audit committee, 290
business judgment rule, 291
information sharing, 289

management board, 286–289
supervisory board, 285–286
two-tier structure, 29–30
see also directors below

capital market act
disclosure, 301–302
overview, 281

capital market authority, 303
case law

generally, 281–282
list, 307–308
overview, 284–285

commercial code
overview, 278

company law
case law, 281–282
group law as to shareholders,

294–295
overview, 277–278
separation of listed and non-listed

companies, 280–281
corporate governance code,

278–280
disclosure, 300

current issues generally, 306–307
definition of corporate governance,

275–277
directors

business judgment rule, 291
liability, 294
remuneration, 291–293
see also board structure above

disclosure
Capital Market Act, 301–302
Commercial Code, 300
“comply-or-disclose” basis, 21–23
Stock Exchange Act, 300–301

employee representation, 296–297
enforcement

sanctions, 302
by shareholders, 304–306
supervision, 278–303
see also supervision below

Financial Market Authority, 303
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hedge funds’ corporate governance
role, 282–284

institutional investors’ corporate
governance role, 282–284

law and regulation
legal framework, 277–278
separation of listed and non-listed

companies, 280–281
see also takeover regulation below

literature, 308–309
private equity funds’ corporate

governance role, 282–284
scandals, case law as to, 284–285
shareholders

associations, 305–306
banks as intermediaries, 295–296
enforcement by, 304–306
EU Rights Directive,

implementation, 295–296
exit rights, 300
group law as to, 294–295
institutional investors, 282–284
minority protection, 304–305
rights, 295, 304–305
squeeze-out rules, 299–300

stakeholder-oriented approach to
governance, 41–42

Stock Exchange Act
disclosure, 300–301
overview, 281

stock exchange rules and regulations,
282

supervision
capital market authority, 303
regulators’ websites, 309
Takeover Commission, 303–304
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
exit rights, 300
overview, 298–299
squeeze-out rules, 299–300
Takeover Commission, 303–304

transparency see disclosure above

banks
chairman, 47–48
chief executive officer

(“CEO”), 46–47

directors’ independence, 923–925
as gatekeepers see specific countries
independent directors, 39–40
non-executive directors (“NEDs”),

44–45
specific countries see specific

countries
two-tier board structure, 29–30

Belgium
annual general meeting (“AGM”)

see general meeting below
auditors

accounting system disclosure
disclosure of accounts, 350
preparation of accounts, 349

appointment, 343
audit committee, 324–325
independence, 344–345
liability, 345
powers, 343–344
special audit, 81–82

board structure
audit committee, 324–325
choice of structures, 32–33
composition, 319–320
duration of office, 319–320
functioning, 321–323
internal control by, 324–325
“internal structures,” meaning of,

318
one-tier structure, 318–319
powers

daily management body, 321
delegated powers, 321
general meeting, 320
generally, 320
management committee, 321
reserved powers, 321
residual powers, 321

capital market authority, 87–90,
352–354

case law, 360–361
company ownership generally,

316–317
corporate governance code, 312–315
corporate social responsibility, 358
current issues generally, 359–360
directors
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Belgium (cont.)
CEO’s powers, 321
duty of loyalty, 325–327
independent directors, 323–324
liability, 63

breach of Companies Code or
articles of association,
330–331

civil liability, 330
criminal liability, 331
generally, 329
for mismanagement, 329–330
specific transactions, 331

regulation of conflicts of interest,
325–327

remuneration, 328
standards of good management,

327
term of office, 319–320

disclosure
accounts

disclosure, 350
preparation, 349

information on listed companies,
350

prospectus disclosure, 350
significant holdings, 350
transparency, 350

employee representation,
342–343

enforcement
effectiveness generally, 350–351
Fortis affair, 356–357
sanctions, 351–352
by shareholders, 354–356
see also supervision below

financial intermediaries’ liability,
341–342

Fortis affair, 356–357
general meeting

directors’ powers, 320
shareholders’ rights

as to agenda, 335–336
convening of meeting, 335
electronic voting, 338
information rights

see shareholders below
voting agreements, 338–339

institutional investors’ liability,
341–342

law and regulation
generally, 312–315
impact of Fortis affair, 356–357

literature, 361–362
scandals, impact of Fortis affair,

356–357
shareholder structures, 316–317
shareholders

exit rights, 349
financial intermediaries’ liability,

341–342
generally, 331–332
information rights

after general meeting, 338
before general meeting, 336
during general meeting,

336–338
generally, 336

institutional investors’ liability,
341–342

minority protection
conflict before decision

adopted, 339–340
conflict following decision,

340–341
generally, 339

regulation of conflicts of interest
exclusion procedure, 333–334
prevention, 332–333
squeeze-out rules, 334
withdrawal procedure, 333–334

rights
convening of general meeting,

335
electronic voting, 338
as to general meeting agenda,

335–336
generally, 335–342
voting agreements, 338–339
see also information rights

above
sell-out rules, 349
squeeze-out rules, 334, 349
see also general meeting above

small companies governance,
358–359
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supervision
capital market authority, 87–90,

352–354
regulators generally, 312–315
regulators’ websites, 362–363
supervisory bodies, 352–354
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
exit rights, 349
“external structures,” meaning of,

345
general framework, 345–346
mandatory bid, 346–347
price fixing, 346–347
rules on progress of bid, 347–349
sell-out rules, 349
squeeze-out rules, 334, 349

unlisted companies governance,
358–359

“Berle–Means” corporations
separation of ownership and control,

11, 1046–1047
blockholding shareholders

see shareholders
board committees see audit

committees; directors
board members see directors
board of directors see directors
Brazil

administrative law enforcement,
1036–1037

approach to governance generally,
1014–1015

auditors
accounting system disclosure,

1033
independence, 1030–1031
liability, 1031
mandatory external audit, 1030
tasks, 1030

banks’ corporate governance role,
1018–1019

board structure
choice of structures, 1020–1021
composition, 1021
control, 1023–1024
control of company, 1023–1024
functioning, 1022

risk management, 1023–1024
size, 1021
tasks, 1021–1022
see also directors below

capital market acts, 1017–1018
capital market authority, 1037
case law, 1039
civil law enforcement, 1036–1037
company data sources, 1018
company law, 1015
corporate governance codes,

1016–1017
courts’ supervisory role, 1037–1038
criminal law enforcement,

1036–1037
current issues generally, 1038–1039
definition of corporate governance,

1015
directors

business judgment rule, 1025
duty of loyalty, 1024–1025
independent directors, 1022–1023
liability, 1026–1027
regulation of conflicts of interest,

1024–1025
remuneration, 1026
stock options, 1026
see also board structure above

disclosure
accounting system disclosure,

1033
instant disclosure, 1034–1035
periodic disclosure, 1034
prospectus disclosure, 1035–1036
shareholdings, 1034

employee representation, 1029–1030
enforcement

administrative law, 1036–1037
civil law, 1036–1037
criminal law, 1036–1037
non-legal sanctions, 1037
sanctions, 1036–1037
see also supervision below

financial intermediaries, provisions
as to, 1028–1029

foreign investors
corporate governance role,

1018–1019
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Brazil (cont.)
restrictions on, 1019

foreign law, reception of, 1019–1020
hedge funds’ corporate governance

role, 1018–1019
institutional investors, provisions as

to, 1028–1029
investment data sources, 1018
law and regulation

recent reforms, 1015
reception of foreign law,

1019–1020
style of regulation, 1019–1020
see also takeover regulation below

literature, 1039–1040
private equity funds’ corporate

governance role, 1018–1019
shareholders

activism, 1029
associations, 1038
conflicted transactions, 1027
derivative suits, 1038
disclosure by, 1034
exit rights, 1033
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 64–65, 1027
financial intermediaries,

1028–1029
institutional investors, 1028–1029
litigation, 1038
minority protection, 1028
rights, 1028

stock exchange, investment data
sources, 1018

supervision
capital market authority, 1037
courts’ role, 1037–1038
derivative suits, 1038
financial press’s role, 1038
rating agencies’ role, 1038
regulators’ websites, 1041
shareholders’ associations’ role,

1038
takeover panel, 1037
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
bid price, 1032
exit rights, 1033

general regulation, 1031–1032
mandatory bid, 1032
pre-bid, 1032–1033
takeover panel, 1037

business judgment rule
overview, 56–57
specific countries see specific

countries

capital market authority see specific
countries; supervisory
bodies

case law
questionnaire

introductory remarks, 1097
key cases, 1102

specific countries see specific
countries

chairman see directors
chief executive officer (“CEO”)

see directors
China

administrative law enforcement,
194–195

audit, 179–181
board structure

companies limited by shares,
167–171

generally, 160–162
limited liability companies,

171–172
supervisory board

companies limited by shares,
162–165

corporate governance role, 166
limited liability companies,

165–166
two-tier structure, 29–30
see also directors below

capital market authority, 195–197
civil law enforcement, 192
companies limited by shares

board structure, 167–171
supervisory board, 162–165

company law enforcement, 192–194
corporate social responsibility, 202
courts’ supervisory role, 198
criminal law enforcement, 195
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current issues generally, 202–203
directors

duty of loyalty, 172–174
regulation of conflicts of interest,

172–174
see also board structure above

disclosure
accounting system, 187–188
ad hoc disclosure, 190–191
periodic disclosure, 188–189
prospectus disclosure types,

191–192
of shareholdings, 189–190

employee representation, 178–179
enforcement

administrative law, 194–195
civil law, 192
company law, 192–194
criminal law, 195
derivative suits by, 199–201
generally, 192
informal sanctions, 195
securities law, 194
by shareholders, 198–201
see also supervision below

English translation of relevant laws,
204–206

financial advisors as gatekeepers,
185–186

foreign takeover bids, 186–187
general meeting, shareholders’ rights,

174–176
institutional investors’ corporate

governance role, 178
law and regulation

overview, 157–159
see also takeover regulation below

limited liability companies
board structure, 171–172
supervisory board, 165–166

literature, 204
regulators see supervisory bodies

below
securities law enforcement, 194
shareholders

activism, 178
application for company

dissolution, 201

board, 174–176
derivative suits by, 199–201
direct suits by, 198–199
exit rights, 186–187
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 177–178
general meeting, 174–176
information rights, 177
institutional investors, 178
litigation, 198–201
rescinding of resolutions,

176–177
rights, 174–177
state as majority shareholder,

69–71
stock exchanges’ supervisory role,

197
supervision

capital market authority, 195–197
by courts, 198
financial press, role of, 202
regulators’ websites, 206–207
shareholders’ derivative suits,

198–201
State securities regulator, 195–197
by stock exchanges, 197
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
bid price, 183
defensive measures, 184–185
exit rights, 186–187
foreign bids, 186–187
general regulation, 181
mandatory bid rule, 182

codecision rights see voting rights,
shareholders’

codes see corporate governance codes
codetermination see employees
collective bargaining

employees, 138–139
company dissolution

shareholders’ application for, 201,
437–438, 906

company information
disclosure see disclosure; specific

countries under disclosure
investment data sources see specific

countries
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company interest
specific countries see specific

countries under board
structure

see also shareholder-oriented
approach to governance;
stakeholder-oriented
approach to governance

company law
corporate governance under,

16–17
as to directors see duties, liabilities,

and rights under directors
enforcement see specific countries
as to shareholders see shareholders
see also groups of companies;

specific countries
company secretary see directors
compensation see remuneration
compensation committee see directors
competition

influence on corporate governance,
92

compliance see enforcement
“comply-or-disclose” basis of disclosure

specific countries see specific
countries under disclosure

use of, 21–23
“comply-or-explain” principle

director independence, 51–52
conflicts of interest

directors’ management of, 55–56
see also specific countries under

directors or shareholders
contract governance

discussion of, 15
control

separation from management, 43–45
see also two-tier board structure

separation from ownership
see separation of ownership
and control

controlling shareholders see
shareholders

corporate governance
actors see auditors; courts; directors;

employees; shareholders;
supervisory bodies

codes see corporate governance codes
concepts, 10–15
country/national reports list,

100–101
cultural factors see cultural

environment
current debate as to, 5–7
definition, 4–5, 10, 1096

see also specific countries
economic factors see economic

environment
external see external corporate

governance
general information on national

regimes
questionnaire, 1099
specific countries see specific

countries
internal see internal corporate

governance
introduction to comparative

corporate governance, 5–10
law and regulatory issues generally,

16–24, 97–98
literature

questionnaire, 1097, 1102
specific countries see specific

countries
orientation of approach

see stakeholder-oriented
approach to governance;
shareholder-oriented
approach to governance

practice see practice
principal–agent conflict

see principal–agent conflict
procedural law, questionnaire as to,

1097
questionnaire see questionnaire
recent contextual issues, 24–28
scandals see scandals
scope generally, 97
shareholder-oriented approach

see shareholder-oriented
approach to governance

social factors see social environment
specific countries see specific

countries
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specific forms
discussion of, 14–15
questionnaire, 1098, 1102

stakeholder-oriented approach
see stakeholder-oriented
approach to governance

substantive law, questionnaire as to,
1097

summary of issues
questionnaire, 1102
theses of study, 97–99

theses of study, 97–99
variation in problems and responses

worldwide, 9–10
corporate governance codes

administration, 20–23
chairman, 47–48
“comply-or-disclose” basis of

disclosure, 21–23
content, 17–20
enforcement, 20–23
existence, 17–20
independent directors, 36–40, 51
institutional investors, 71
non-executive directors (“NEDs”),

47–48
one-tier board structure, 30–31
reform, 23–24
risk management, 53–54
self-regulation, 91–92
separation of chairman and CEO,

48–49
specific countries see specific

countries
corporate law see company law
corporate social responsibility

questionnaire, 1102
rise of, 42–43
specific countries see specific countries

country reports
list, 100–101

courts
cultural differences, 97
differences in roles and styles, 95–96
specific countries see specific

countries
thesis, 99
see also case law

criminal law enforcement see specific
countries

crises see international financial crisis
crisis situations

directors’ liability, 63
Croatia

shareholders’ fiduciary duties,
64–65

cultural environment
overview, 13–14
questionnaire, 1097

Delaware corporate law
as source of corporate governance

law, 96, 119–120, 452–453,
485–486, 681–682, 941–942,
1050–1051, 1057–1059,
1064–1065, 1067–1068, 1070,
1080, 1084

Denmark
auditors, 378–379
banks’ corporate governance role,

368
board structure

choice of structures, 32–33, 369
composition, 370
duration of office, 370
size, 370
tasks, 369
see also directors below

capital market acts, 367
case law, 391
company data sources, 368
company law

amendment, 390–391
overview, 365–366

company ownership generally, 368
corporate governance code

amendment, 390–391
overview, 366–367

definition of corporate governance,
365

directors
conflicts of interest, 373–374
discharge of duties, 371–373
independence, 370–371
liability, 374–375
remuneration, 374
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Denmark (cont.)
term of office, 370
see also board structure above

disclosure
“comply-or-disclose” basis, 21–23
overview, 387–389

employees
representation, 377–378
trade unions’ role, 378

enforcement, 390
foreign investment, restrictions on, 368
foreign regulation, reception of,

368–369
institutional investors, 377
international financial crisis,

regulatory response, 368–369
investment data sources, 368
law and regulation

impact of international financial
crisis, 368–369

impact of scandals, 368–369
literature, 391–392
regulators’ websites, 392
scandals, regulatory response,

368–369
shareholder structures, 368
shareholders

activism, 377
conflicts of interest, 375
fiduciary duties, 375
institutional investors, 377
minority protection, 376–377
rights, 376–377
sell-out rules, 387
squeeze-out rules, 387

stock exchange
investment data sources, 368
rules, 367

takeover regulation
bid price, 379–382
general regulation, 379
mandatory bid, 379–382
post-bid issues, 382–386
pre-bid defensive measures,

386–387
sell-out rules, 387
squeeze-out rules, 387

transparency, 387–389

derivative suits by shareholders
see specific countries under
shareholders

directors
board structure

audit committee see audit
committees

compensation committee, 45–46
composition, 33–36
cumulative voting, 33–36
diversity, 33–36
duration of office, 33–36
employee representation

see employees
gender quota, 33–36
generally, 28–29
management board see two-tier

board structure
minority shareholder

representation, 33–36
nominating committee, 45–46
one-tier or two-tier, 29–33

see also two-tier board structure
questionnaire, 1099–1100
remuneration committee, 45–46
senior independent director, 49
size, 33–36
specific countries see specific

countries
staggered board, 33–36
supervisory board see two-tier

board structure
theses, 98

business judgment rule, 56–57
chairman

overview, 46–48
separation from CEO, 48–49

chief executive officer (“CEO”)
role, 46–47
separation from chairman, 48–49
and supervisory board chairman,

47
committee work, 45–46
company secretary, 47
“comply-or-explain” principle,

51–52
conflicts of interest, management of,

55–56
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crisis situation, liability as to, 63
disqualification orders, 942–943
division of leadership responsibilities

(“DoLR”) principle, 922–923
duties generally, 55, 98
duty of loyalty, 55–56
employee representation, 75–78
evaluation of performance, 49–50
independence, 51–52
independent directors, 36–40, 51–53,

85–86
introduction to, 27–28
lead director, 45–51
liabilities

in crisis situations, 63
generally, 55
overview, 61–63
thesis, 98

limited liability partnerships
(“LLPs”), 85–86

majority-independence requirement,
921–922

management and control by, 43–45
non-executive directors (“NEDs”)

corporate governance codes,
47–48

management and control, 44–45
requirement for, 36–38

outside directors, 36–38
remuneration

committee, 45–46
disclosure, 58, 92
overview, 57–60
“pay without performance” issue,

57–58
retirement pay, 253–254
“say-on-pay,” 59–60
stock options, 58–59

rights generally, 55, 98
risk management role, 53–54
standard of care, 56–57
tasks

shareholder-oriented approach,
40–41

stakeholder-oriented approach,
41–43

see also principal–agent conflict;
specific countries

disclosure
“comply-or-disclose” basis of

disclosure, 21–23
questionnaire, 1101
specific countries see specific

countries
verification, 23

dissolution of company
shareholders’ application for, 201,

437–438, 906
division of leadership responsibilities

(“DoLR”) principle
overview, 922–923

duration of board’s term of office
see specific countries under
board structure

duty of care, directors’
overview, 56–57
specific countries see specific

countries under directors
see also standard of care

duty of loyalty, directors’
overview, 55–56
specific countries see specific

countries under directors

economic environment
overview, 13–14
questionnaire, 1097

electronic voting see specific countries
under shareholders

employees
board representation

effectiveness, 77–78
mandatory requirement, 75–77
overview, 75–78
plant-level, 79–80
two-tier board structure,

30–32
collective bargaining, 138–139
information rights, 79–80
questionnaire, 1100
shareholding, 79–80
specific countries see specific

countries
stakeholder-oriented approach to

governance, 42
thesis, 99
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employees (cont.)
trade unions see specific countries

under employees or employee
representation

works councils, 79–80
enforcement

overview, 20–23
questionnaire

mechanisms, 1101
miscellaneous actors, 1101
procedural law, 1097

special audit, 81–82
see also sanctions; self-regulatory

bodies; specific countries
under enforcement or
supervision; supervisory
bodies

English translation of relevant laws
see specific countries

“enlightened shareholder value”
principle

use of, 41–42
Europe

approach to governance generally,
13–14

directors’ duty of care, 56–57
foreign regulation

reception or rejection, 26–28
hedge funds, 92
institutional investors

influence, 13–14
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, 26–27
shareholders’ codecision rights,

68–69
European Commission

Green Papers
corporate governance codes,

21–23
corporate governance generally,

5–7
employee shareholding, 80
institutional investors, 71
risk management, 53–54
shareholder rights, 65–66
shareholders’ codecision rights,

69–71
Proposals

auditor independence, 84–85

Recommendations
auditors’ liability, 86–87
evaluation of board performance,

49–50
independent directors, 36–38,

51–52
remuneration, 57–58
response to financial crisis,

25–26
“say-on-pay”, 59–60
special audit, 81–82

European Company
choice of board structures, 32–33
employee representation on board,

76–77
size of board, 33–36

European Corporate Governance
Institute

activities, 5–7
European Union

audit committees, 45–46
auditor independence, 84–85
auditors’ liability, 86–87
choice of board structures, 32–33
“comply-or-disclose” basis of

disclosure, 21–23
courts’ role, 95
directors

independent directors, 36–38,
51–52

non-executive directors (“NEDs”),
44–45

remuneration, 57–60
employees

information and consultation,
935–936

information rights, 79–80
representation on board, 76–77
shareholding, 80
works councils, 79–80, 935–936

enforcement of corporate
governance codes, 20–23

European Works Councils, 79–80,
935–936

evaluation of board performance,
49–50

market influences on corporate
governance, 92–93
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regulation
harmonization, 26–27
impact of international financial

crisis, 25–26
reception or rejection of foreign

regulation, 27–28
“say-on-pay,” 59–60
shareholder rights, 65–66
shareholders’ exit rights, 69
Shareholders’ Rights Directive,

national implementation,
295–296, 417, 548, 670,
738–741

stock exchange self-regulation, 16–17
takeover regulation, 19
see also European Commission;

European Company
European Works Councils see works

councils
exit rights

overview, 69
specific countries see specific

countries under shareholders
“expectation gap”

auditors and, 83–84
experts

auditors as, 80–81
external audit see auditors
external corporate governance

overview, 11–12
questionnaire as to

introductory remarks, 1096
mechanisms, 1100–1101

see also disclosure; specific countries
under disclosure, takeover
regulation or transparency;
takeover regulation

family enterprises
discussion of, 14–15
lead director, 49–50

fiduciary duties
controlling shareholders

generally, 63–65
specific countries see specific

countries under shareholders
directors see specific countries under

directors

financial advisors/intermediaries as
gatekeepers

generally, 92–93
specific countries see specific

countries
financial crisis see international

financial crisis
financial information

disclosure see disclosure; specific
countries under disclosure

investment data sources see specific
countries

financial institutions see banks;
insurance corporations

financial press as gatekeepers
generally, 92
specific countries see specific

countries under enforcement
financial reporting standards

see accounting standards
Finland

approach to governance generally,
394–395

audit
overview, 419–423
special audit, 438–439

banks’ corporate governance role,
407–408

board structure
choice of structures, 32–33
overview, 409–414

capital market authority, 90–91
case law

arbitration awards in squeeze-out
cases, 441–442

regulatory role, 407
Supreme Court cases, 441

company data sources, 407
company law

general clause as to shareholders,
415–416

overview, 396–399
cooperatives regulation, 440
corporate governance codes,

400–402
current issues generally, 440–441
definition of corporate governance,

395–396
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Finland (cont.)
disclosure, 431
employee representation, 417–419
enforcement

derivative suits, 416–417, 436–437
dissolution of company, 437–438
redemption of shares, 437–438
sanctions, 434–436
by shareholders, 436–440
special audit, 438–439
supervision, 436
see also supervision below

foreign investors
corporate governance role,

407–408
restrictions on, 408

foreign regulation, reception of, 409
foundations regulation, 440
general meeting, 414–415
hedge funds’ corporate governance

role, 407–408
international financial crisis,

regulatory response, 409
investment data sources, 407
law and regulation

case law’s role, 407
corporate governance structure,

402–407
impact of international financial

crisis, 409
sources of law, 396
style of regulation, 409
see also takeover regulation below

literature, 442
private equity funds’ corporate

governance role, 407–408
scandals, 408–409
securities law

overview, 399–400
takeover regulation, 424–427

shareholders
activism, 417
application for company

dissolution, 437–438
associations, 439–440
company law general clause as to,

415–416
derivative suits, 416–417, 436–437

enforcement by, 436–440
EU Rights Directive,

implementation, 417
general meeting, 414–415
information rights, 416
liability, 416
sell-out rules, 429–431
squeeze-out rules, 429–431

stock exchange, investment data
sources, 407

supervision
capital market authority, 90–91
overview, 436
regulators’ websites, 443
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
Helsinki Takeover Code, 427–428
securities law, 424–427
sell-out rules, 429–431
squeeze-out rules, 429–431
Takeover Directive options, 424

transparency, 431
foreign investors see shareholders
foreign regulation see regulation
foreign state funds see shareholders
foundations

discussion of, 14–15
France

administrative law enforcement,
492–493

approach to governance generally,
446

auditors
accounting system disclosure, 487
civil liability, 483–484
directors’ remuneration, 470, 472
independence, 482–483
liability, 86–87
mandatory external audit,

480–481
recent reforms, 480
special audit, 81–82
tasks, 481

banks
corporate governance, 497
governance role, 451–452

board structure
choice of, 32–33
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committees, 45–46, 458
gender quota, 33–36
one-tier structure

choice of, 453
functioning, 455–456
powers, 454–455
structure generally, 453
tasks, 454–455

two-tier structure
choice of, 453
functioning, 456–457
powers, 455
structure generally, 453
tasks, 455

see also directors below
capital market authority

see supervision below
case law

civil cases, 499–500
criminal cases, 500
enforcement role generally, 451

civil law enforcement, 490–491
company ownership generally,

451–452
corporate governance codes,

449–451
courts’ corporate governance role,

495
criminal law enforcement, 491–492
current issues generally, 497–499
directors

business judgment rule, 56–57
chief executive officer (“CEO”),

46–47
corporate governance report

disclosure, 462
overview, 459–462

duty of care, 462
duty of loyalty, 55–56, 462–463
fiduciary duties, 462–464
independent directors, 36–38,

458–459
lead director, 49–50, 458–459
liability, 62–63, 472–473
remuneration

auditors’ role, 470, 472
chief executive officer (“CEO”),

465–466

disclosure see disclosure above
employee contract at executive

promotion, 466
generally, 465
golden parachutes, 469–470
regulation, 57–58, 465–470
stock grants, 468–469
stock options, 466–468
supplementary retirement

benefits, 470
risk management role, 459–462
separation of chairman and CEO,

48–49
supervisory board chairman, 47
transactions, 463–464

disclosure
accounting system disclosure, 487
annual accounts, 487
interim statements, 487–488
notification requirements,

488–490
price-sensitive information, 488
prospectus disclosure, 487–490
remuneration

auditors’ role, 472
golden parachutes, 472
individual amount of stock

grants, 471
individual amount of stock

options, 471
individual compensation, 470
principles and rules used to fix

compensation, 471
severance payments, 472

semi-annual financial
information, 487

transparency requirements, 488
employees

representation, 75–76, 479–480
trade unions’ role, 480

enforcement
administrative law, 492–493
case law’s role, 451
civil law, 490–491
criminal law, 491–492
generally, 490
non-legal sanctions, 493–494
sanctions, 490
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France (cont.)
see also supervision below

English translation of relevant laws,
503

foreign investors
governance role, 451–452
restrictions on, 452
takeover regulation, 486

foreign law, reception of, 452–453
institutional investors, 479
international financial crisis,

regulatory response, 25–26,
452–453

law and regulation
impact of international financial

crisis, 25–26, 452–453
impact of scandals, 24–25,

452–453
legislation overview, 446–449
reception of foreign law, 452–453

literature
corporate governance

articles (English language),
502

articles (French language), 501
books, 501

corporate law, 500
scandals, regulatory response, 24–25,

452–453
shareholder structures, 451–452
shareholders

activism, 479
associations, 75, 496–497
exit rights, 486
fiduciary duties, 63–64, 475
generally, 473–475
institutional investors, 479
majority shareholders’ liability,

495
one-tier structure, 474
rights

generally, 476
proxy voting, 476–478
suspension of voting rights, 478

sell-out rules, 486
squeeze-out rules, 486
supervision by see supervision

below

two-tier structure, 474–475
supervision

capital market authority
non-legal sanctions, 90–91
overview, 87–90, 494–495

courts’ role, 495
regulators’ websites, 502–503
self-regulatory bodies, 497
shareholders’ role

litigation, 495–496
majority shareholders’ liability,

495
shareholders’ associations,

496–497
takeover panel, 495
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
bid price, 484–485
defensive measures

post-bid, 485–486
pre-bid, 485

exit rights, 486
foreign bids, 486
mandatory bid, 484–485
overview, 484
sell-out rules, 486
squeeze-out rules, 486

terminology, 26–27
future-oriented disclosure

see disclosure

GAAP see accounting standards
gatekeepers

auditors as
auditors and “expectation gap”,

83–84
auditors’ independence, 84–86
auditors’ liability, 86–87
mandatory external audit, 82–83
special audit, 81–82

banks as see specific countries
concept, 80–82
experts as, 80–81
financial advisors/intermediaries as,

92–93
financial press as, 92
specific countries see specific

countries
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gender quota see specific countries
under board structure

general meeting
shareholders’ attendance, 69–71
specific countries see specific

countries under shareholders
general negligence

as standard of care, 56–57
Georgia

approach to governance generally,
504–506

audit, 516
board structure

generally, 506–507
supervisory board

members’ liability, 513
operation, 507–509

case law, 519
definition of corporate governance,

504–506
directors

duties generally, 509–510
fiduciary duties, 510–513
liability, 513

disclosure, 518
employee representation, 516
literature, 520
shareholders’ rights, 513–516
supervision

overview, 518–519
regulators’ websites, 520

takeover regulation, 517–518
Germany

approach to governance generally,
13–14, 521–528

audit
auditors’ liability, 86–87
mandatory external audit, 82–83
overview, 553–557
special audit, 81–82

board structure
choice of structures, 529
company interest, 536–537
compensation committee, 45–46
management board

chairman, 48–49
duration of office, 33–36
overview, 529–531

orientation of approach to
governance, 536–537

separation of management and
control, 43–44

supervisory board
chairman, 48–49
employee representation,

33–36
overview, 531–536
size, 33–36

two-tier structure, 29–32
see also directors below

capital market authority
see supervision below

case law, 570–571
corporate governance codes

content, 17–20
reform, 23–24

courts
litigation in, 97
role of, 96

current issues generally, 569–570
definition of corporate governance,

521–528
directors

business judgment rule, 56–57
chairman, 48–49
chief executive officer (“CEO”),

46–49
duty of loyalty, 55–56
independent directors, 36–38
liability, 62–63, 543–544
outside directors, 36–38
remuneration, 57–60, 538–542
“say-on-pay”, 59–60
separation of chairman and CEO,

48–49
term of office, 33–36
see also board structure above

disclosure
“comply-or-disclose” basis, 21–23
overview, 561–563

employee representation, 30–32,
75–78, 551–553

enforcement
by corporate creditors, 568–569
sanctions, 563–564
by shareholders, 565–568
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Germany (cont.)
shareholders’ associations,

568–569
hedge funds

corporate governance role, 73
voting behaviour, 73

institutional investors, 71
international financial crisis,

regulatory response, 25–26
Konzernrecht (group law), 64–65
law and regulation

criticism of, 24–25
impact of international financial

crisis, 25–26
impact of scandals, 24–25
reception or rejection of foreign

regulation, 27–28
takeover regulation, 557–561

literature, 571
report structure, 521
scandals, regulatory response,

24–25
shareholder-oriented approach to

governance, 536–537
shareholders

associations, 75
attendance at meetings, 69–71
codecision rights, 68–69
EU Rights Directive,

implementation, 548
hedge funds, 73
institutional investors’ influence,

71
overview, 544–551

stakeholder-oriented approach to
governance, 10–11, 41–42,
536–537

stock exchange self-regulation, 16
supervision

capital market authority
overview, 87–90
self-regulation, 91–92, 94

overview, 564–565
regulators’ websites, 571

takeover regulation, 557–561
transparency see disclosure above

global financial crisis see international
financial crisis

gross negligence
and business judgment rule, 56–57
as standard of care, 56–57

groups of companies
group law and shareholders,

294–295, 589–591
information flow, 725
Konzernrecht (German group law),

64–65
lead director, 49–50

harmonization see regulation
hedge funds

influence generally, 13–14
influence on corporate governance,

92
presence of, 11
specific countries see specific

countries
voting behaviour, 73

Hungary
approach to governance generally,

573–582
auditors

audit committee, 585–586
independence, 596
liability, 596
mandatory external audit,

595–596
banks’ corporate governance role,

579
board structure

audit committee, 585–586
choice of structures, 582
company interest, 583–585
composition, 582–583
duration of office, 582–583
functioning, 585–586
orientation of approach to

governance, 583–585
size, 582–583
staggered board, 582–583
tasks, 583–585
see also directors below

capital market law, 576–577
case law, 602
company data sources, 577–579
company law, 574–575
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company ownership generally,
577–579

corporate governance code, 575–576
current issues generally, 600–602
definition of corporate governance,

573–574
directors

business judgment rule, 587
duties, 586–589
duty of loyalty, 586–587
independent directors, 586
liability, 588–589
regulation of conflicts of interest,

586–587
remuneration, 588
stock options, 588
term of office, 582–583
see also board structure above

disclosure, 596–597
employees

representation, 594–595
trade unions’ role, 595

enforcement
derivative suits, 598–599
sanctions, 597
by shareholders, 598–599

English translation of relevant laws,
603

foreign investor incentives, 579–581
foreign law, reception of, 582
institutional investors, 593–594
international financial crisis,

regulatory response, 581
investment data sources, 577–579
law and regulation

impact of international financial
crisis, 581

impact of scandals, 581
reception of foreign law, 582
takeover regulation, 576–577,

596–597
literature, 602–603
private equity funds’ corporate

governance role, 579
scandals, regulatory response, 581
shareholder structures, 577–579
shareholder-oriented approach to

governance, 583–585

shareholders
activism, 594
conflicts of interest, 589–591
derivative suits, 598–599
enforcement by, 598–599
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 589–591
financial intermediaries, 593–594
group law as to, 589–591
institutional investors, 593–594
litigation, 598–599
minority protection, 591–593
rights, 591–593
transfer of assets (’tunneling’),

589–591
stakeholder-oriented approach to

governance, 583–585
state-controlled corporations,

599–600
stock exchange, investment data

sources, 577–579
supervision

overview, 597–598
regulators’ websites, 603

takeover activity, 577–579
takeover regulation, 576–577,

596–597
transparency, 596–597

IAS see accounting standards
IFRS see accounting standards
independence

auditors’, 84–86
directors’ see directors

independent directors see directors
information flow see specific countries

under board structure
information rights

employees’, 79–80
shareholders’, 67–68

instant disclosure see disclosure
institutional investors see shareholders
insurance corporations

two-tier board structure, 29–30
interim statements see specific countries

under disclosure
internal corporate governance

overview, 11–12
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internal corporate governance (cont.)
questionnaire, 1099–1100
see also auditors; directors;

employees; shareholders;
specific countries

International Accounting Standards
(“IAS”) see accounting
standards

international financial crisis
impact on regulation, 25–26

see also specific countries
problem of, 7–9

International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS)
see accounting standards

investigations
by auditors, 81–82

investment banks see banks
investors see shareholders
Ireland

capital market authority, 90–91
self-regulatory bodies, 93

Italy
board structure

choice of, 32–33
gender quota, 33–36
minority shareholder

representation, 33–36
capital market authority, 87–90
directors

duty of loyalty, 55–56
remuneration, 57–58

law and regulation
impact of scandals, 24–25

regulation
reception or rejection of foreign

regulation, 27–28
scandals

impact on regulation, 24–25
scandals, regulatory response, 24–25
shareholders

exit rights, 69
fiduciary duties, 63–65

special audit, 81–82

Japan
annual general meeting (“AGM”)

see general meeting below

approach to governance generally,
235

auditors
board of statutory auditors, (fig),

241–243
duration of statutory term, 258
function, 258
independence, 259

board structure
chairman, 247–248
choice of board structures,

244–245
company with board of statutory

auditors, (fig), 241–243
company with committees, (fig)

243–244, 247, 253
composition, 245–246
control of company, 249–250
duration of office, 245–246
functioning

company with committees,
247

size, 33–36, 245–246
see also directors below

capital market authority, 87–90
case law, 270–271
company law

governance structures, 241
see also board structure above

types of limited companies,
240–241

corporate governance codes,
236–240

current issues generally, 268–270
directors

business judgment rule, 56–57,
250

chairman, 247–248
chief executive officer (“CEO”),

46–47
duties generally, 250
duty of loyalty, 250–252
duty of supervision or monitoring,

251
duty to avoid competition with

company, 251–252
independent directors,

248–249
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liability, 62
to company, 254
to third party, 255–258

outside directors, 36–38
regulation on self-dealing by, 252
remuneration

companies with committees, 253
companies without committees,

252–253
disclosure, 253
retirement pay, 253–254

term of office, 245–246
see also board structure above

employee representation, 263
enforcement

derivative suits
double derivative action, 268
generally, 266–267
improvements to, 267–268

sanctions, 266
by shareholders, 266–268
see also supervision below

general meeting
agenda, 260
convening, 260
effectiveness, 261–262
exercise of shareholders’ voting

rights, 262–263
peak day problem, 260–261
shareholders’ proposal rights, 260

law and regulation
soft law rules, 236–240
statutory rules, 235–236
see also takeover regulation below

literature, 271
litigation, 97, 266–268
shareholders

conflicted transactions, 259
derivative suits see enforcement

above
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 259
rights, 259–260
supervisory role see enforcement

above
transfer of assets (“tunneling”),

259
see also general meeting above

stock exchange rules and regulations,
236–240

supervision
capital market authority, 87–90
directors’ duty of, 251
overview, 266
regulators

overview, 266
websites, 271

see also enforcement above
takeover regulation

general regulation, 264
mandatory bid, 264
post-bid, 264–265
pre-bid, 265

Konzernrecht (German group law)
use of, 64–65

labor see employees
lead director see directors
legal transplants

reception or rejection of foreign
regulation, 26–28

specific countries see specific
countries under law and
regulation

liability
auditors’, 86–87
directors’

crisis situations, 61–63
generally, 61–63

limited liability partnerships (“LLPs”)
independent directors, 85–86

litigation
shareholders’ derivative suits

see specific countries under
shareholders

Luxembourg
administrative law enforcement,

644
auditors

accounting system disclosure, 641
audit committee, 623–624
civil liability, 639
independence, 639
mandatory external audit,

638–639
recent reforms, 638
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Luxembourg (cont.)
tasks, 639

banks’ corporate governance role,
613–614

board structure
audit committee, 623–624
choice of structures, 32–33, 615
composition, 615–617
control of company, 623–624
functioning, 619–622
risk management, 623–624
size, 615–617
tasks, 618–619
see also directors below

capital markets acts, 610
case law

list, 646–647
regulatory role, 611–613

civil law enforcement, 644
company law, 607–608
corporate governance codes,

608–610
criminal law enforcement, 644
current issues generally, 646
definition of corporate governance,

606
directors

business judgment rule, 627
duty of loyalty, 624–626
independent directors, 622–623
liability, 630–632
regulation of conflicts of interest,

624–626
remuneration, 627–630
standard of care, 627
stock options, 627–630
see also board structure above

disclosure
accounting system disclosure, 641
annual accounts, 642
generally, 641–642
interim statements, 642
notification requirements,

643–644
price-sensitive information, 643
prospectus disclosure, 641–644
semi-annual financial

information, 642

transparency requirements, 643
employee representation, 637–638
enforcement

administrative law, 644
civil law, 644
corporate governance report,

641–642
criminal law, 644
non-legal sanctions, 645
overview, 644
sanctions, 644–645
see also supervision below

English translation of relevant laws,
647

financial intermediaries, provisions
as to, 637

foreign investors
corporate governance role,

613–614
restrictions on, 614
takeover bids, 640

foreign law, reception of, 614
general meeting see shareholders

below
hedge funds’ corporate governance

role, 613–614
institutional investors, provisions as

to, 637
international financial crisis,

regulatory response, 614
law and regulation

impact of international financial
crisis, 614

impact of scandals, 614
non-statutory sources, 611–613
overview, 606–614
reception of foreign law, 614
style of regulation, 614
see also takeover regulation below

literature, 647
private equity funds’ corporate

governance role, 613–614
scandals, regulatory response, 614
shareholders

abuses of majority and minority,
637

associations, 646
exit rights, 640
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financial intermediaries, 637
general meeting

electronic voting, 635–636
proxy voting, 635–636
rights as to agenda, 633
voting agreements, 636

generally, 632
institutional investors, 637
minority protection, 633–635
regulation of conflicts of interest,

633
rights

as to general meeting agenda,
633

information rights, 633–635
sell-out rules, 640
squeeze-out rules, 640
supervision by, 645–646

state funds regulation, 614
stock exchange rules and regulations,

611–613
supervision

overview, 645
regulators’ websites, 647
self-regulatory bodies, 611–613
by shareholders, 645–646
shareholders’ associations, 646
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
defensive measures

foreign bids, 640
post-bid, 640
pre-bid, 640

exit rights, 640
mandatory offers, 640
overview, 639
price rules, 640
sell-out rules, 640
squeeze-out rules, 640

majority shareholders see shareholders
management

separation from control, 43–45
management board see two-tier board

structure
market forces

influence on corporate governance,
92–93

media
influence on corporate governance,

92
mergers see takeover regulation
minority shareholders see shareholders

national reports
list, 100–101
practical suggestions for, 1098–1099

negligence see gross negligence
Netherlands

administrative law enforcement,
690–692

auditors
audit committee, 657–658
independence, 678–679
liability, 679–680
mandatory external audit,

676–677
special audit, 81–82
tasks, 677–678

board structure
audit committee, 657–658
choice of structures, 32–33,

653–654
company interest, 41–42, 654–656
composition, 654
control of company, 657–658
duration of office, 654
functioning, 656–657
orientation of approach to

governance, 41–42, 654–656
risk management, 657–658
size, 33–36, 654
supervisory board chairman, 47
tasks, 654–656
two-tier structure, 29–30
see also directors below

capital market authority, 693
case law, 699–700
civil law enforcement, 690–692
courts’ corporate governance role,

96, 694
criminal law enforcement, 690–692
directors

business judgment rule, 659
duty of loyalty, 658–659
independence, 657
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Netherlands (cont.)
independent directors, 36–38
liability, 660–661
regulation of conflicts of interest,

658–659
remuneration, 659–660
“say-on-pay”, 59–60
standard of care, 659
term of office, 654
see also board structure above

disclosure
annual accounts, 685–687
“comply-or-disclose” basis, 21–23
interim statements, 687–688
notification requirements,

689–690
price-sensitive information, 688
semi-annual financial reports, 687
transparency requirements, 688

employee representation
generally, 75–76, 671
structure regime, 673–675
trade unions’ role, 675–676
works councils, 671–673

enforcement
administrative law, 690–692
civil law, 690–692
criminal law, 690–692
non-legal sanctions, 692
sanctions, 690–692
see also supervision below

hedge fund voting behavior, 73
institutional investors, 71
law and regulation

overview, 649–652, 680
see also takeover regulation below

literature, 700
shareholder constituency, 11
shareholders

activism
generally, 667–668
shareholder powers, 668–670
shareholder structures, 668

associations, 75, 699
conflicted transactions, 664–666
EU Rights Directive,

implementation, 670
exit rights, 685

fiduciary duties of controlling
shareholders, 662–664

generally, 661–662
hedge funds, 73
institutional investors’ influence,

71
minority protection, 666–667
proxy voting, 670–671
rights, 666–667
sell-out rules, 685
squeeze-out rules, 685
supervision by see supervision

below
stakeholder-oriented approach to

governance, 41–42, 654–656
supervision

capital market authority, 693
courts, 96, 694
regulators’ websites, 700–701
self-regulatory bodies, 693
by shareholders

financial misrepresentation
actions, 698

inquiry proceedings, 694–696
other actions, 698–699
semi-“class action,” 696–698

takeover panel, 693
takeover regulation

bid price, 680–681
exit rights, 685
foreign bids, 684–685
mandatory bid, 680–681
post-bid, 681–684
pre-bid, 684
sell-out rules, 685
squeeze-out rules, 685
takeover panel, 693

transparency see disclosure above
news agencies

influence on corporate governance,
92

nominating committee see directors
non-executive directors (“NEDs”)

see directors
non-financial rights

shareholders’, 66–67
nonprofit organizations

discussion of, 14–15
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Norway
accounting act governance rules,

709–710
audit, 743–744
audit committee, 726–727
banks’ corporate governance role,

712
board structure

audit committee, 726–727
chairman, 715
choice of structures, 713–714
company interest, 722–723
composition, 715
control of company, 725–726
corporate assembly

composition, 715
size, 715
tasks, 721

duration of office, 718
functioning, 723
gender equality, 716–718
gender quota, 33–36
general manager, 721
information flow

within board, 725
within group of companies,

725
orientation of approach to

governance, 722–723
risk management, 725–726
size, 715
staggered board, 718–719
sub-committees, 719–720
tasks, 720–721
see also directors below

capital market acts, 705–707
case law

corporate governance role, 710
list, 750–751

company data sources, 711–712
corporate governance codes,

707–709
corporate social responsibility,

748–749
criminal law enforcement, 748
current issues generally, 749–750
definition of corporate governance,

704–705

directors
business judgment rule, 727
chairman, 715
duty of loyalty, 727
elected by employees, 716
independent directors, 723–725
liability, 732–734
regulation of conflicts of interest,

728–729
remuneration

board members, 729
corporate governance code

recommendations,
731–732

leading personnel, 730–731
term of office, 718
see also board structure above

disclosure, 746–747
employee representation

board members, 716
board or plant level, 743–744
trade unions’ role, 743

enforcement
criminal law, 748
sanctions, 747
see also supervision below

English translation of relevant laws,
752

foreign investors
corporate governance role, 712
restrictions on, 712

foreign law, reception of, 711
hedge funds’ corporate governance

role, 712
institutional investors, 741
international financial crisis,

regulatory response, 713
investment data sources, 711–712
law and regulation

Accounting Act governance rules,
709–710

impact of international financial
crisis, 713

reception of foreign law, 711
sources of law, 705–711
style of regulation, 711
takeover regulation, 744–746

literature, 751
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Norway (cont.)
private equity funds’ corporate

governance role, 712
report structure, 703–704
scandals, 713
shareholder-oriented approach to

governance, 722–723
shareholders

activism, 742
conflicted transactions, 735
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 735
institutional investors, 741
minority protection, 736–741
rights

EU Rights Directive,
implementation, 738–741

generally, 736–738
state ownership, 741–742
supervision by, 747
transfer of assets (“tunneling”),

735–736
stakeholder-oriented approach to

governance, 722–723
state funds regulation, 712
stock corporation law, 705–707
stock exchange

investment data sources, 711–712
rules and regulations, 710

supervision
financial press, 748
generally, 747
regulators’ websites, 752
self-regulatory bodies, 710
by shareholders, 747
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation, 744–746
transparency, 746–747

one-tier board structure
overview, 29–33

outside directors see directors
outsider/insider systems

approach to governance generally,
13–14

ownership
separation from control see separation

of ownership and control

pay see remuneration
periodic disclosure see disclosure
Poland

approach to governance generally,
754–764

audit
accounting system disclosure,

777–778
special audit, 81–82

banks’ corporate governance role,
763

board structure
committees, 767
composition, 765
size, 765
two-tier structure, 29–30,

764–765
see also directors below

business associations’ corporate
governance role, 783

capital market authority, 782
case law

corporate governance role,
761–762

list, 783–786
civil law enforcement, 778–779
company law

interplay with corporate
governance codes, 759–760

overview, 755
corporate governance codes

best practices code, 757–758
generally, 756–757
interplay with company law,

759–760
criminal law enforcement, 781–782
definition of corporate governance,

754–755
directors

acceptance of duties, 779–780
business judgment rule, 772
duty of loyalty

concept, 767–769
legal basis, 769–770
practice, 770–771

heads of boards, 765–766
independent directors, 766
liability, 772–773
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regulation of conflicts of interest,
771–772

remuneration, 772
see also board structure above

disclosure
accounting system disclosure,

777–778
generally, 777

employee representation, 776
enforcement

civil law, 778–779
criminal law, 781–782
derivative suits, 780–781
vote of acceptance of performance

of duties by board member,
779–780

English translation of relevant laws,
787

foreign investors
corporate governance role, 763
restrictions on, 763

institutional investors’ corporate
governance role, 775–776

law and regulation
impact of scandals, 763–764
takeover regulation, 776–777

literature, 787
private equity funds’ corporate

governance role, 763
scandals, regulatory response,

763–764
shareholders

activism, 775–776
derivative suits, 780–781
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 773–774
institutional investors, 775–776
minority protection, 774–775
rights, 774–775

supervision
capital market authority, 782
capital market regulation,

760–761
regulators’ websites, 787

takeover regulation, 776–777
transparency, 777

policy/regulatory documents see specific
countries

Portugal
auditors

independent auditors, 814–815
internal and external auditors,

813–814
liability, 815–816

board structure
choice of structures, 32–33, 793
company interest, 795–796
composition, 794–795
functional convergence between

structures, 803–804
functioning, 796–800
orientation of approach to

governance, 795–796
supervisory board, 800–803
tasks, 795–796
two-tier structure, 29–30
see also directors below

case law, 820
company ownership generally, 791
corporate governance codes, 790
definition of corporate governance,

789
directors

business judgment rule, 56–57,
806–807

duties of care, 805–806
duty of loyalty, 804–805
liability, 806–807
remuneration, 808–809
sell-out rules, 819
squeeze-out rules, 819
see also board structure above

disclosure
“comply-or-disclose” basis, 21–23
overview, 809–810, 812, 819

employee representation, 796, 812
international financial crisis,

regulatory response, 791–793
law and regulation

impact of international financial
crisis, 791–793

regulators’ websites, 821
sources of law, 789–790
see also takeover regulation below

literature, 820–821
shareholder structures, 791
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Portugal (cont.)
shareholders

duty of loyalty, 809–810
fiduciary duties, 64–65
general meeting, 812
rights, 810–812

takeover regulation
anti-frustration and breakthrough

rules, 817–818
general rules, 816–817
sell-out rules, 819
squeeze-out rules, 819

transparency, 809–810, 812, 819
practice

questionnaire as to, 1097
price-sensitive information see specific

countries under disclosure
principal–agent conflict

Adam Smith’s summary, 7
problem of, 7–9
types of, 9

private equity funds
influence generally, 13–14
presence of, 11
specific countries see specific

countries
’private ordering’ regulatory model

strength of, 948–949
’profit-making with the law’

traditional approach, 40–41
prospectus disclosure see specific

countries under disclosure;
disclosure

public enterprises
discussion of, 14–15

questionnaire
annexes, 1102
audit, 1100
board of directors, 1099–1100
case law

introductory remarks, 1097
key cases, 1102

corporate social responsibility, 1102
cultural environment, 1097
definition of corporate governance,

1096
disclosure, 1101

economic environment, 1097
employees, 1100
enforcement

mechanisms, 1101
miscellaneous actors, 1101
procedural law, 1097

external corporate governance, 1096,
1100–1101

general information on national
corporate governance regime,
1099

internal corporate governance, 1096,
1099–1100

introductory remarks, 1096–1099
literature, 1097
practical suggestions for national

reports, 1098–1099
practice, 1097
procedural law, 1097
sanctions, 1101
shareholders

internal corporate governance, 1100
supervisory role, 1101

social environment, 1097
specific forms of corporate

governance, 1098, 1102
statute law, 1097
substantive law, 1097
summary of issues, 1102
supervisory bodies, 1101
takeover regulation, 1100

rating agencies
influence on corporate governance,

92–93
regulation

criticism of, 24–25
foreign regulation, reception or

rejection, 26–28
see also specific countries

harmonization, 26–27
impact of international financial

crisis, 25–26
impact of scandals, 24–25
policy/regulatory documents

see specific countries
“private ordering” model, strength

of, 948–949
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regulators’ websites see specific
countries

specific countries see specific
countries under law and
regulation

style of, 87–90
see also specific countries

remuneration see directors
remuneration committee see directors
right to information see information

rights
risk management

directors’ role, 53–54

sanctions
questionnaire, 1101

“say-on-pay”
rise of, 59–60

scandals
directors’ liability, 62
effectiveness of auditors in

preventing, 83–84
effectiveness of independent

directors in preventing,
52–53

impact on regulation, 24–25
problem of, 7–9
and self-regulation, 94–95
specific countries see specific

countries
securities law enforcement see specific

countries
self-regulatory bodies

corporate governance under, 16–17
experience with, 93–95
future of, 93–95
overview, 91–92
regulatory style, 87–90
scandals and, 94–95
specific countries see specific

countries under supervision
sell-out rules see specific countries under

takeover regulation
semi-annual financial information

see specific countries under
disclosure

senior independent director
see directors

separation of management and control
overview, 43–45
and supervisory board chairman, 47

separation of ownership and control
“Berle–Means” corporations, 11,

1046–1047
preference for, 32–33
two-tier board structure, 30

share options see directors
shareholder-oriented approach to

governance
directors’ tasks, 40–41
use of, 10–11

shareholders
application for company dissolution,

201, 437–438, 906
associations, 75
attendance at meetings, 69–71
company law protection, 63–64
controlling shareholders

fiduciary duties, 63–65
states as, 63–65, 69–71, 599–600,

741–742
and directors’ remuneration, 59–60
employees, 79–80
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 63–65
foreign investors

influence generally, 13–14
foreign state funds

influence generally, 13–14
institutional investors

influence generally, 13–14
influence on corporate

governance, 92
overview, 69–74
presence of, 11
separation of chairman and CEO,

48–49
see also hedge funds

Konzernrecht (German group law),
64–65

legitimacy of continuing primacy,
949–950

minority protection, 65–69
national shareholder constituencies,

11
principal–agent conflict
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shareholders (cont.)
problem of, 9

protection, thesis as to, 98–99
questionnaire

internal corporate governance,
1100

supervisory role, 1101
rescinding of resolutions, 176–177
rights

codecision rights, 68–71
EU Directive, national

implementation, 295–296,
417, 548, 670, 738–741

exit rights, 69
information rights, 67–68
non-financial rights generally,

66–67
overview, 65–69
voting rights, 68–69

“say-on-pay”, 59–60
see specific countries; also

principal–agent conflict
Smith, Adam

on principal–agent conflict, 7
social environment

overview, 13–14
questionnaire, 1097

Spain
audit committee, 860–861
board structure

audit committee, 860–861
choice of structures, 836–837
functioning, 842–844
gender quota, 33–36
generally, 837–841
information flow, 845–846
powers, 841–842
risk management, 845–846
tasks, 841–842
see also directors below

business associations’ self-regulation,
825

capital market regulation, 829–830
case law, 863
company ownership generally,

830–834
corporate governance code

compliance, 862–863

overview, 825–829
definition of corporate governance,

823–824
directors

fiduciary duties, 846–848
liability, 852–853
remuneration, 848–852
types, 844–845
see also board structure above

disclosure, “comply-or-disclose”
basis, 21–23

foreign investors, 835–836
institutional investors’ corporate

governance role, 859
law and regulation

regulators’ websites, 867
sources of law, 825–829

literature, 863–867
shareholder structures, 830–834
shareholders

activism, 859
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 854–855
generally, 853–854
institutional investors, 859
rights, 856–859

special audit see auditors
squeeze-out rules see specific countries

under takeover regulation
stakeholder-oriented approach to

governance
directors’ tasks, 41–43
use of, 10–11

stakeholders (non-shareholders)
problem of principal–agent

conflict, 9
standard of care

directors’, 56–57
see also duty of care

states
as controlling shareholders, 63–65,

69–71, 599–600, 741–742
statute law

questionnaire, 1097
stock corporation law see specific

countries under company law
stock exchange law

corporate governance under, 16–17
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specific countries see specific
countries

stock exchanges
self-regulation see self-regulatory

bodies
specific countries see specific

countries
stock options see directors
supervisory board see two-tier board

structure
supervisory bodies

competence, 87–90
constraints on action, 90
enforcement policies, 90
non-legal sanctions, 90–91
questionnaire, 1101
regulatory style, 87–90
self-regulation, 91–92
thesis, 99
see also courts; self-regulatory bodies;

specific countries under
supervision

Sweden
approach to governance generally,

13–14
Switzerland

auditors
accounting system disclosure,

899–900
independence, 895
liability, 896
mandatory external audit,

894–895
recent reforms, 894
special audit, 81–82
tasks, 895

board structure
choice of structures, 878–879
company interest, 880–881
functioning, 881
generally, 879–880
information flow, 882–883
lead director, 49–50
one-tier structure, 30–31
orientation of approach to

governance, 880–881
powers, 880–881
risk management, 882–883

supervisory board chairman, 47
tasks, 880–881
two-tier structure, 29–30
see also directors below

capital market regulation, 873–874
case law, 910–911
current issues

future of corporate governance,
909–910

international perception, 908–909
definition of corporate governance,

870–871
directors

business judgment rule, 56–57
duty of loyalty, 55–56
elected by employees, 892–893
fiduciary duties, 883–884
independent directors, 882
lead director, 882
liability, 62, 886–887
remuneration, 57–58, 884–886
see also board structure above

disclosure
accounting system disclosure,

899–900
prospectus disclosure, 900–901

employee representation
board members, 892–893
trade unions’ role, 893

enforcement
non-legal sanctions, 906–907
overview, 901
sanctions, 901–902
see also supervision below

financial institutions, corporate
governance, 907

foreign investors, 876
foreign law, reception of, 876–878
institutional investors’ corporate

governance role, 891–892
law and regulation

impact of scandals, 876–878
reception of foreign law, 876–878
sources of law, 872–873
specific national aspects,

874–876
see also takeover regulation below

literature, 911
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Switzerland (cont.)
scandals, regulatory response,

876–878
scope of report, 869–870
shareholder-oriented approach to

governance, 880–881
shareholders

activism, 891–892
application for company

dissolution, 906
associations, 75
fiduciary duties, 63–64
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 887–888
generally, 887
institutional investors, 891–892
litigation, 97, 905–906
personal responsibility

(Eigenverant
wortlichkeit), 904–905

rights, 888–891
squeeze-out rules, 899

stakeholder-oriented approach to
governance, 880–881

supervision
listed companies, 903–904
non-listed companies, 903
regulators’ websites, 912
self-regulatory bodies, 907–908
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
defensive measures, 898–899
mandatory offers, 897–898
overview, 897
price rules, 897–898
squeeze-out rules, 899

Taiwan
audit committee

members, 217–218
auditors

accounting system disclosure, 228
appointment and discharge, 224
independence, 224–225
liability, 225
mandatory external audit, 223
tasks, 224

board structure

choice of structure, 212–214
company interest, 215
composition, 214
control of company, 218
duration of office, 215
orientation of approach to

governance, 215
risk management role, 218
size, 214
staggered board, 215
tasks, 215
two-tier board, 213
two-tier board with independent

directors, 213–214
see also directors below

case law, 231–232
company data sources, 210–211
company law

cumulative voting, 223
electronic voting, 223

definition of corporate governance,
209

directors
breach of fiduciary duty, 219–220
business judgment rule, 219
duties, 218–220
duty of loyalty, 218–219
election, 220, 223
exemption from liability, 219–220
functioning, 215
independent directors

audit committee see audit
committee above

expression of views, 217–218
generally, 215
independence requirement, 216
professional requirement,

216–217
qualifications, 216–217
tasks, 217–218
and two-tier board structure,

213–214
liability

to company, 219–220
to investors, 220

regulation of conflicts of interest,
218–219

remuneration, 219, 221
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rights, 218–220
standard of care, 219
stock options, 219
term of office, 215
see also board structure above

disclosure
accounting system, 228
ad hoc disclosure, 230
future-oriented disclosure,

228
instant disclosure, 230
periodic disclosure, 228
prospectus disclosure, 230–231
of shareholdings, 229–230

employee protection, 222
enforcement

derivative suits by, 221
by shareholders, 231
by supervisory bodies, 231
see also supervision below

financial intermediaries’ corporate
governance role, 221–222

foreign investors regulation, 211
foreign regulation, reception of,

212
institutional investors’ corporate

governance role, 221–222
international financial crisis, impact

on regulation, 211–212
investment data sources, 210–211
law and regulation

impact of international financial
crisis, 211–212

impact of scandals, 211–212
reception of foreign law, 212
style of regulation, 212
see also takeover regulation below

legal basis of corporate governance,
210

literature, 232
scandals, regulatory response,

211–212
securities law, 210
shareholder-oriented approach to

governance, 215
shareholders

activism, 222
conflicted transactions, 220

cumulative voting, 223
derivative suits by, 221
disclosure by, 229–230
electronic voting, 223
enforcement by, 231
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 220
financial intermediaries,

221–222
information rights, 221
institutional investors, 221–222
proposal right, 222
right to determine remuneration,

221
right to elect and discharge

directors and supervisors,
220, 222

right to modify or alter articles of
incorporation, 221

state funds regulation, 211
stock exchange, investment data

sources, 210–211
supervision

regulators generally, 231
regulators’ websites, 232
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
bid price, 226–227
employee protection, 222
general regulation, 225
mandatory bid, 226–227
post-bid, 227–228
pre-bid, 228

takeover regulation
corporate governance and, 19
“enlightened shareholder value”

principle, 41–42
questionnaire, 1100
specific countries see specific

countries
term of office, directors’ see specific

countries under directors
trade unions see specific countries under

employee representation
transfer of assets (“tunneling”)

see specific countries under
shareholders

transparency see disclosure
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two-tier board structure
management board

duration of office, 33–36
overview, 29–33
supervisory board

chairman, 47
employee representation,

33–36
size, 33–36

see also separation of management
and control

United Kingdom
Anglo-American concept of

corporate governance,
influence worldwide, 26–27,
55–56, 236, 366, 368–369,
394, 452–453, 521–522, 582,
742, 789, 878, 961, 967

annual general meeting (AGM)
see general meeting below

approach to governance generally,
13–14, 915–916

audit
audit committees, 938–939
Audit Firm Governance Code

(“AFGC”), 938
main principles, 936
non-audit services to audit clients,

937–938
regulatory developments, 937

board structure
audit committee, 938–939
company interest see company

interest below
division of leadership

responsibilities (“DoLR”)
principle, 922–923

majority-independence
requirement, 921–922

one-tier structure, 30–33, 920
private ordering, 920
size, i33–36, 925
supervisory function, 921–925
tenure, 925
see also directors below

case law, 950–952
company interest

employee representation and,
932–934

“enlightened shareholder value”,
934–935

orthodox approach to
intervention, 931–932

“profit-making within the law”,
931–932

shareholder value, 931–932
company law

articles of association, 919
investigations procedure, 943–944
legislation, 918–919

corporate governance codes
content, 17–20
enforcement, 21
influence in EU, 27–28
management and control, 44–45
overview, 916–918
reform, 23–24

courts
case law, 950–952
litigation in, 97
role of, 95

definition of corporate governance,
915

directors
chairman, 47–48
company secretary, 47
disqualification orders, 942–943
division of decision-making

power, 927–928
duty of loyalty, 55–56
expertise, 923–925
independence, 923–925
independent directors, 36–40,

51–52
liability, 63
non-executive directors (NEDs),

33–38, 44–45, 47–48,
921–922

removal by shareholders, 929
remuneration, 57–60
“say-on-pay”, 59–60
senior independent director, 49
separation of chairman and CEO,

48–49
see also board structure above
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disclosure
documents at AGM, 936
main principles, 936
narrative reporting, 936–937

employees
company interest and, 932–934
information and consultation,

935–936
enforcement

“box-ticking” approaches to
monitoring, 947–948

Companies Act investigations
procedure, 943–944

“comply-or-explain” approach,
946–947

corporate governance advisors’
role, 946–948

derivative claims
formal impediments, 945
practical impediments, 944–945
rationale, 944
statutory procedure, 945–946

director disqualification orders,
942–943

formal sanctions, 942
informal sanctions, 90–91, 942
policy generally, 90
private sanctions, 944–946
public sanctions, 942–944
rating agencies’ role, 946–948
see also supervision below

future challenges, 948–950
general meeting

disclosure of documents, 936
shareholders’ intervention,

926–927
hedge funds, 92
institutional investors

see shareholders below
international financial crisis,

regulatory response,
25–26

law and regulation see takeover
regulation below

impact of international financial
crisis, 25–26

main sources, 916–919
literature, 952–954

“private ordering” regulatory model,
strength of, 948–949

“profit-making with the law”, 40–41
regulators see supervision below

websites, 955
shareholder constituency, 11
shareholder-oriented approach to

governance, 40–41
shareholders

annual general meeting (“AGM”),
926–927

attendance at meetings, 69–71
codecision rights, 68–69
“defensive” vs “offensive”

activism, 930–931
division of decision-making

power, 927–928
effectiveness generally, 929
“enlightened shareholder value”

principle, 41–42
institutional investors

influence, 13–14, 48–49, 71
types, 929–930

legal position generally, 925–926
legitimacy of primacy, 949–950
proposal of resolutions, 928
removal of director (“shotgun”

power), 929
rights of intervention in corporate

decision-making, 926–929
stakeholder-oriented approach to

governance, 10–11, 41–42
stakeholders (non-shareholders),

931
stock exchange self-regulation, 16–17
supervision

capital market authority
overview, 87–90
self-regulation, 91–95

policy/regulatory documents,
954–955

regulators’ websites, 155
see also enforcement above

takeover regulation
generally, 939
self-regulation, 93
Takeover Code

basic structure, 940
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United Kingdom (cont.)
“board neutrality” doctrine.,

940–941
legislative backing, 19
self-regulation, 91–92

Takeover Panel, 939–940
transparency see disclosure above
“wrongful trading” concept

see wrongful trading
United States

Anglo-American concept of
corporate governance,
influence worldwide, 26–27,
55–56, 236, 366, 368–369,
394, 452–453, 521–522, 582,
742, 789, 878, 961, 967

approach to governance generally,
13–14

auditors
as gatekeepers, 1075–1076
liability, 86–87
supervision, 83–84

banks as gatekeepers, 1075–1076
board structure

cumulative voting, 33–36
generally, 1054
one-tier structure, 30–31
scope of internal corporate

governance, 1053
see also directors below

capital market authority, 87–90,
1076–1077

case law, 1090–1091
company ownership generally,

1044
courts

litigation in, 97
role of, 96

credit rating agencies as gatekeepers,
1075–1076

current issues generally, 1090
definition of corporate governance,

1043
Delaware corporate law, 96, 119–120,

452–453, 485–486, 681–682,
941–942, 1050–1051,
1057–1059, 1064–1065,
1067–1068, 1070, 1080

directors
duty of care and good faith,

1056–1059
duty of loyalty, 55–56, 1059–1062
independent directors, 36–38,

51–52, 1054–1056
liability, 61–62
remuneration, 57–60
“say-on-pay”, 59–60
standard of care, 56–57

Dodd-Frank Act
overview, 1088–1090
“say-on-pay”, 59–60
whistleblower protection, 53–54

focus of corporate governance,
1045

hedge funds as gatekeepers, 92
institutional investors, 71, 73–74,

1047–1048
law and regulation

background generally, 1049–1050
criticism of, 24–25
Delaware corporate law as source,

96, 119–120, 452–453,
485–486, 681–682, 941–942,
1050–1051, 1057–1059,
1064–1065, 1067–1068, 1070,
1080

federal securities law, 1051–1053
federal system generally,

1049–1050
impact of scandals, 24–25
see also takeover regulation below

lawyers as gatekeepers, 1075–1076
literature, 1091–1092
rating agencies as gatekeepers,

1075–1076
regulators see supervision below
Sarbanes-Oxley Act

audit supervision, 83–84
criticism of, 24–25
independent directors, 36–38
influence worldwide, 26–27
overview, 1085–1088
whistleblower protection, 53–54

scandals
impact on regulation, 24–25
regulatory response
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Dodd Frank Act see Dodd-
Frank Act above

generally, 1085
Sarbanes-Oxley Act

see Sarbanes-Oxley Act
above

whistleblower protection,
53–54

scope of national report, 1043
share ownership

“Berle–Means” corporations, 11,
1046–1047

generally, 1045–1046
institutional investors, 1047–1048
political significance, 1048–1049
separation of ownership and

control, 1046–1047
shareholder constituency, 11
shareholder-oriented approach to

governance, 10–11, 40–41
shareholders

associations, 75
codecision rights, 68–69
fiduciary duties of controlling

shareholders, 63–64,
1062–1063

information rights
federal law, 1075
state law, 1074

institutional investors, 13–14, 71,
73–74

proxy fights, 1070–1073
rights generally, 65–66, 1063
voting, 1064–1070

supervision
capital market authority, 87–90,

1076–1077
by courts, 1077–1078
regulators’ websites, 1092
self-regulatory bodies, 93
by stock exchanges, 1077–1078

takeover regulation
federal and state law,

1082–1085
hostile tender offers, 1081–1082
scope of, 1081

whistleblower protection,
53–54

voting rights, shareholders’
overview, 68–69
specific countries see specific

countries under shareholders

whistleblowers
legal protection, 53–54

works councils
functioning, 342, 671–673
provision for, 79–80, 935–936

wrongful trading
concept, 56–57
directors’ liability, 63
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